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PHINAL THOUGHT

The Phinal Thought is a weekly reflection offered to help associate members process the weekly lessons and activities offered by the Model Associate Member Education Program. Take time to silently and thoughtfully complete each of the following questions.

WEEK ONE: ORIENTATION TO PI KAPPA PHI

What are my other obligations (e.g. school, work, family, extracurricular activities)? How can I meet all of my obligations? Consider the strategies, resources, and people you might rely on to meet all of your obligations.

Why did I choose to join Pi Kappa Phi?

What do I hope to achieve through my membership in Pi Kappa Phi?

How can I specifically abide by Pi Kappa Phi’s policies, as well as our shared expectations, during the remainder of the associate member education process?
What questions do I still have about the associate member education process? Who might I be able to ask to answer these questions?